Getting Workplace Success — Summary
Everyone benefits from investing in his or her own personal happiness. It is obvious: happiness is its
own reward. Perhaps not so obvious is that scientific studies demonstrate that
happiness generally precedes indicators of success. And positive emotions in
the workplace are directly linked to better outcomes—improved productivity
and profitability, reductions in absenteeism, and superior safety compliance.
Happiness First . . . . . then Success follows! Why is this true?
Happiness—the positive feelings of well-being—has a host of proven benefits,
including: better immune response, greater energy, increased creativity,
improved cognition, more likability, and less worry and fear. These traits of
happiness, when reasonably sustained, lead to higher levels of success. Happy people will generally
get more from life—all of life:
· Career and income
· Health and longevity
· Friendship and marriage
· Personal meaning and purpose
There are evolutionary reasons for our “Negativity Bias”—we learn more potently from negative
experiences. We can overcome this natural tendency by increasing our “Positivity
Offset”—the conscious experience of less powerful, but more frequent positive
stimuli. When our positive to negative emotional ratios are high enough
(greater than 3 to 1), we overcome the negativity bias. Then we flourish;
experiencing all the benefits listed above.
Gratitude practices are proven, simple, and practical ways to achieve a
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greater positivity offset. Two effective practices to choose from are:
1.

Everyday write down 3 positive experiences from the past 24 hours; or

2.

Everyday make a descriptive journal entry about one positive experience from the past 24
hours.

These practices, when consistently undertaken, literally re-wire our brains so that our awareness of
positive stimuli grows. In other words, our ability to be happy and optimistic results from growing
new, strong neural pathways in the brain.
Positive social relationship are critical to personal well-being. Try not to engage deeply or for long
periods with people who spread negative energy—it is dangerously contagious! Invest in the people
around you. Know that theirs and your emotions transfer effortlessly. You can make other people—
even strangers—happy, by simply sharing your own positive emotional state.
Numerous other scientifically validated happiness interventions exist. Explore these:
* Exercise

* Anticipate positive events

* Buy experiences (not things)

* Consciously enjoy sensory pleasures

* Practice altruism

* Use your strengths & know your values

* Meditate

* Be Spiritual

If you learned something from this presentation, ask yourself if you can use it to make your life a
little happier. If the answer is ‘YES’, spread that happiness everywhere you can, because that will
be its own happy-making reward!
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